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 Nominated for: Board of Officers 
   

 Position:   
  Vice President  
   
  
    

 National federation or association: British Federation of Women Graduates 
    

 Family name: Tait 
   

 Title: Mrs  
  
    

 Other names: Margaret 
    
   

 Age: 60 – 69  
    
    

 Mother tongue: English 
   

  
 Knowledge of English:  
  
  Excellent Good Limited None 
 Ability to speak English     
 Ability to understand spoken English     
 Ability to read English     
 Ability to write English     
  
 

 Other languages and degree of fluency:  
  
 French-good 
   
 Spanish - quite good 
    

 Computer skills: Considerable experience sending email and using the internet and Skype
  
  
  

 Internet Access: Regular access to email and Skype at home or at work  
   
    



 

 Education:   
  
 University Degree Year  Awarded  Field of Study 
 Edinburgh BSc 1965 Mathematics and Mathematical Physics 
 Edinburgh  2004 Certificate in Archaeology 
     
     
     
  

 Professional field and/or present occupation: Teaching 
    

 IFUW Basics:   
                Yes  
 I have read the IFUW Constitution and By-laws   
 I have read the IFUW Strategic Plan   
 I have read the Terms of Reference for the Board    
 I have read the Terms of Reference for the IFUW Committees    
  

 
What do you see as the role of the Board and why do you want to be involved in that role? 
  
I see the role of the Board as: 

o providing entrepreneurial leadership; 
o setting strategy; 
o ensuring human and financial resources are available to achieve the objectives of IFUW; 
o reviewing management performance; and 
o setting IFUW’s values and standards, ensuring that its obligations to NFAs are understood and 

met. 

The Board has made great strides this triennium in formulating a written strategic plan along with associated 
Smart Objectives and Actions to focus the policy of IFUW. It will be presented to the 31st Conference. This will 
signal exciting activities for the next two triennia and it would be a privilege to take a leading part in this 
process.  

It will be essential for the Board to promote a culture of openness and debate to formulate developments of 
proposals in the Strategy; it must scrutinize and monitor its performance in meeting the agreed aims and 
objectives. It must communicate effectively with NFAs through CIRs, develop improved electronic 
communication methods, and ensure that NFAs receive accurate, timely and clear information.    

The Board should consider a risk assessment and management strategy to determine the risks it is prepared to 
take to achieve its strategic objectives. The Board is collectively responsible for the long-term success of IFUW 
and must provide entrepreneurial leadership within a framework of prudent and effective controls which 
enable risk to be assessed and managed. It must review the activities of the standing committees and institute a 
rolling programme of items for discussion to ensure that all matters reserved to it and other key issues are 
considered at appropriate times.   

These are challenging and worthwhile objectives and ones in which I believe I could actively participate and 
contribute to positively.  My experience inside and out with IFUW equip me for this task and I would seek the 
privilege to do so.   

 



 

 

Skills and experience (volunteer and professional) that will enable you to contribute to the work of 
the Board in one or more of the following ways:   
 

(a) leadership in action and ideas;  
(b) taking an active role in forwarding one or more of the Aims of the Strategic Plan (please specify);  
(c) being the Board liaison to one of the IFUW Committees (please specify);  
(d) contributing to the financial management of IFUW;  
(e) contributing to the administrative management of IFUW;  
(f) convening ad hoc Working Parties or Task Forces;  
(g) drafting documents;  
(h) assessing Fellowship or Project applications. 

 
(a) Leadership 
In my teaching career I have had to exhibit powers of leadership in a personal and collective capacity. As Chair 
of local charitable committees, and non- executive roles on legal, health and University boards I have had 
considerable experience in leadership. I believe that leadership means taking responsibility for a group of 
people and managing their actions using good interpersonal skills and verbal communication. I work well on my 
own initiative and yet am an experienced team player -both essential attributes in a leader. I am also adaptable, 
able to fit in to different situations and work effectively with different people; my interpersonal skills allow me 
to get on with a wide variety of people to enable them to work effectively and constructively together.   
 
(b) Aims and objectives 
The aims and objectives associated with the Strategic Plan will motivate the Board and focus their efforts on key 
activities.  I look forward to engaging with this task.  My expertise would be in advocacy and following up on 
Resolutions both with UN representatives and NFAs and work to improve communication via the website and 
electronic mail.  
 
(c) Board liaison 
I have had experience of successfully working with a Board Liaison member during my membership and 
convenership of the IFUW Resolutions Committee. I very much valued the experience and guidance of the 
holder of that office and I would hope to equal her in that role if I were to be elected.  My obvious preference 
would be to be Board Liaison to the Resolutions Committee.  
 
(d) Financial management 
I am currently Chair of the Finance Committee of BFWG, my NFA, and a member of its Executive and 
Scholarship Finance Committee. This gives me extensive knowledge and experience in financial management.  I 
was a member of the University of Edinburgh Finance Committee and responsible for the high-level corporate 
decision-making of an institution with a substantial annual turnover. I would also be pleased to assist the IFUW 
Treasurer in any way I could.  
 
(e) Administrative management 
 
I have had much experience in planning and organising events, prioritising multiple activities and managing time 
effectively.  I have successfully organised charity events and fund – raisers as well as meetings and conferences.  
I would hope to use these skills to contribute to the management of IFUW.  
 
(f)   Drafting documents 
I have had considerable experience in this for BFWG and other organisations. My work on the Resolutions 
Committee demonstrates this. 
 
 
    



 

Experience or knowledge of the United Nations, its specialized agencies and their national 
commissions and skills in advocacy for human rights of girls and women. 
 
The definition and purpose of the UN, its special agencies and its national commissions are well documented on 
its informative website. Our UN representatives keep us informed about the programmes for discussion 
relevant to IFUW and advocacy, and representation of IFUW is achieved through them.   

I visited the UN as part of the IFUW delegation during the interesting Board seminar meetings during this 
triennium and interacted with keynote speakers and our UN representatives present on that occasion. I will be 
communicating with the latter specifically when, as Resolutions Convener, I will be submitting resolutions for 
the forthcoming 31st Conference to them for comment, because many of the resolutions have a direct impact 
on their wisdom and experience in advocacy of international matters.  

The specialized agencies of the UN are listed on the UN website, as are their national commissions; of particular 
interest to IFUW must be UN Women and a part of it, namely, The Focal Point for Women. IFUW’s key 
objectives are those of education for women and world peace, associated with human rights for women and 
girls, and I see it as important to advocate strongly on these topics.  

 

Please describe your goals for this position and the contribution you believe you can make if elected 
or appointed. 
Limit 200 words 
 
As Ella Fitzgerald said:  “It isn't where you come from, it's where you're going that counts”.  
 
 Or Ella Wheeler Wilcox:  
 
One ship sails East, 
And another West, 
By the self-same winds that blow, 
Tis the set of the sails 
And not the gales, 
That tells the way we go. 
 
Both quotes illustrate the imperative for the IFUW Board to set out clearly the aims and objectives which should 
be prioritized for the next Triennium. I would like to be part of that process; the formulation of the Strategic 
Plan was a tremendous achievement indicating a direction for IFUW to take in the years ahead; I do hope I shall 
be elected to participate in this process.    
 

 
Other relevant skills and experience (volunteer and professional) from the last 10 years relevant to 
this position 
 
I have attended and actively participated in IFUW Conferences in Yokohama, Ottawa, Manchester, and Mexico 
City both as a delegate for BFWG and a workshop presenter; independently as a leader of a specific workshop 
which gained a certificate of excellence and as a member of two parallel workshops for an IFUW standing 
committee.  
This has developed my communication, organisational and leadership skills in a large international organisation.   
 
I have served on the Resolutions Committee of IFUW for two terms and for a further term as convener. This has 
given me experience of working as a member of a team, leading that team, negotiating ideas, collecting 
thoughts and expressing conclusions in an understandable and readable form for the utilization of others 



 

elsewhere in terms of advocacy.  It has also developed my willingness to learn and a sensitivity to other culture 
and customs.  
 
My personal interests lie in my membership of a national horticultural society, a local golf club and a local 
bridge club.   I am an active member of all three participating in competitions, schools liaison and committee 
membership. These develop my skills of dependability, sense of humour, persistence, patience, motivation and 
adaptability. 
  
    
 
 



 

 
Commitment to IFUW 

 
It is extremely important that all members standing for the IFUW Board of Officers and Committees understand 
that this involves much more than a commitment to attend meetings. In signing the declaration below, you are 
promising that you are willing and able to work on a regular basis throughout the year with your colleagues via 
e-mail and to take responsibility for individual assignments. In the case of the Board of Officers and Committee 
Conveners, the workload is substantial and requires at least three to five hours per week. Board and Committee 
Members who do not fulfil their commitment may be relieved of their positions. 
 
Declaration: 
I have read carefully the description of the position for which I am standing and believe that I have the 
experience necessary to perform the duties. If elected or appointed, I certify that I am able and prepared to: 
 

1. attend all scheduled face to face, Skype or other electronic meetings of the Board of Officers and any 
committees to which I am appointed;  

2. attend the Conference and Council Meetings;  
3. participate fully in these meetings, which are conducted in English;  
4. participate fully in the work between meetings of the Board of Officers and any committees to which I am 

appointed , including reading material and preparing reports in English;  
5. participate regularly in all e-mail and Skype discussions with my colleagues and IFUW Headquarters and 

to answer all questions and requests for input within a reasonable amount of time; and  
6. fulfil any individual tasks I am assigned in a timely manner. 

 
I am aware that IFUW reimburses no more than 30% of the return tourist or economy air fare and CHF 30 for 
visas to Committee Members, no more than 50% (and CHF 50 for visas) to Conveners and Assistant Treasurers, 
and 90% (and CHF 90 for visas) to Board Members, and that no allowance is paid for hotel, food or other costs, 
other than accommodation for the President. 
 
In typing or writing my name and date in the boxes below, I am certifying that all of the information provided on 
this form is accurate and that I fully understand and am ready and able to make the commitment outlined 
above. 
 
 
 
 
 

Signature:  Margaret Tait                          

Date:  7th February 2013 
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